
Eisl Flexo
Světlá šedá / lesklý chrom nebo černá / nerez

EAN: 9002560795786
78,24 €

65,20 € excluding VAT

EAN: 9002560796561
80,28 €

66,90 € excluding VAT

The Eisl Flexo kitchen faucet perfectly combines originality and practicality in one. The arch-shaped
kitchen faucet features a so-called flexible nozzle for easier use. This allows you to easily fill a pot with
water or rinse the sink from leftover dirt.

We offer the Eisl Flexo sink faucet in two color options - a flexible spout in light gray or in black. Thanks
to the combination of a swivel outlet and a flexible head, the faucet is an ideal choice for double sinks.
The kitchen faucet has a cold start function, meaning that in the central lever position, only cold water
flows.

The Eisl battery is made of high-quality materials (ceramic seal). The package includes an installation kit
and an attached manual that facilitates the entire installation. The battery packaging has two connection
hoses (connections for cold and hot water). The battery is also suitable for flow heaters.



This battery is available in two color variations:

light grey / glossy chrome
black / stainless steel

Key features of the Eisl Flexo sink faucet

attractive kitchen faucet in a modern design
practical sink faucet with a swivel spout, ideal for double sinks
sustainability thanks to the cold start function
easy installation, suitable even for tankless water heaters
manufacturer Eisl with tradition since 1980

Parts of the packaging:

Assembly instructions



Parameters
Battery appearance
Battery shape: Arch
Battery function
Retractable nozzle: No
Switching aerator / shower: No
Turning head.: about 360 degrees
Battery management: Leverage
Battery for "two waters" (for filtered water): No
In general
Cartridge type: Ceramic
Average cartridge: 35 mm
Length of connecting hoses (cm): 40
Screwing hoses: "0" - connection of flex hoses 3/8"
Warranty: 2 years
Battery height (cm): variable
Product TARIC code: 84818011
Battery packaging dimensions (cm)
Width of the packaging: 22.5
Height of the packaging: 7
Depth of the packaging: 30
Weight including packaging (kg): 1.6



  

  

  

  

   


